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Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3 – Intermediate Level. Part 1 

Learning Objectives 

 

Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3, Unit 1. Not Just Black and White (Lo Rak Shachor Lavan) 

 

Chapter 1.  Shape and Color (Gam Tzura VeGam Tzeva) 

Chapter 2.   To Each His Own Color (Kol Adam VeHatzeva Shelo) 

Chapter 3.  Shapes and Symbols in the Jewish World (Tzurot VeSmalim baOlam 

haYehudi) 

Chapter 4.  What Color is Hypocrisy? (Mahu HaTzeva Shel HaTzviut?) 

Chapter 5.   From Here to There (MiPho LePho – Mapa) 

 

Upon completion of the unit students will be able to: 

 listen to short lectures and read non-fiction texts related to shape, color, and Jewish 

signs and symbols, such as the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and the Magen David;  

 discuss the meaning of shapes and colors in personal life and their symbolic role in 

Jewish tradition and other cultures;  

 converse about color matching of clothing and the relationship between clothing, 

color and feelings; 

 listen to a short lecture and read a scientific article about colors and shapes in nature, 

the meaning of colors in different cultures and more;  

 describe and analyze shapes and colors in landscape photographs and in figurative 

and abstract paintings; 

 listen to songs and read poems about colors and shapes and discuss their main ideas;  

 read stories dealing with interpersonal relationships and hypocrisy, and express 

opinions about them in speech and in writing; 

 look at a map, describe it; and sketch a new map based on spoken and written  

instructions; 

 conjugate the preposition shel (of) and use it correctly, fluently, and naturally in 

speech and in writing;  
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 identify adjective and verb patterns related to shape and color and find adjective and 

verb definitions in the dictionary; 

 use nominal clauses (subject+ nominal predicate) correctly, fluently, and naturally in 

all three tenses; 

 act out everyday conversations in a hotel, in a clothing store, at a museum cashier, at 

the dry cleaners, and at the information  booth in the central bus station. 
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Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3, Unit 2. Mood and Weather (MiMezeg Avir LeMatzav Ruach) 

 

Chapter 1. Colddd… Hottt…and Everything in Between (Karrr…Chammm… 

UMa SheBeyneyhem) 

Chapter 2.  Animals Live from Season to Season  (HaChayot Chayot MiOna 

LeOna) 

Chapter 3.  How Many Seasons Are There in Israel?  (Kama Onot Yesh 

BeYisrael?) 

Chapter 4. Why Mood and Weather? (Lama LaAvir Yesh Mezeg VeLaRuach 

Yesh Matzav?) 

 

Upon completion of the unit students will be able to: 

 discuss seasonal weather around the world and the influence of weather on mood; 

 listen to short lectures and read scientific texts  about climate and season (on topics 

such as bird migration, animals’ seasonal activities, and calendar variation) and 

summarize this information in tables or graphs;  

 listen to songs and read poems and literary passages about the influence of the 

weather, seasons, and nature on mood, and discuss these ideas; 

 write a personal passage or tell about a personal experience related to landscape, 

weather, and mood; 

 read travelers’ letters that describe weather and mood and describe pictures and 

photographs from different climates around the world; 

 summarize by heart and write a non-fiction passage based on information presented in 

a table on topics related to landscape and weather and their influence on people; 

 distinguish between the meanings of landscape- and season-related words as used in 

Biblical and current Hebrew and summarize these differences in writing and in 

speech; 

 use the impersonal form, in present tense third person plural, correctly and in the 

appropriate contexts in speech and writing; 
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 conjugate the preposition et (the definite direct object marker) correctly; combine it 

with the appropriate verbs; and use the combinations correctly, fluently, and naturally 

in a variety of contexts, in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations on a very cold day, at the pharmacy, on a birthday, 

and at a relative’s house.  
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Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3, Unit 3. Guard and Remember (Shamor VeZachor) 

 

Chapter 1. About Photography (Zeh Ma Yesh - Al HaTzilum) 

Chapter 2.  Once Upon a Time (Paam Haya Kan) 

Chapter 3.  Whatever Will Be Will Be ( Yihiyeh Ma SheYihiyeh) 

Chapter 4. Why Remember? (Lama Lizkor?) 

 

Upon completion of the unit students will be able to: 

 listen to and read descriptions of places (such as cities, markets, and archeological 

sites) and compare them; 

 give detailed descriptions of different places in speech and in writing; 

 listen to and participate in conversations about places, people, sites, and events of the 

past that no longer exist or that have changed; 

 read Biblical stories that deal with destruction vs. preservation,  such as the stories of 

Noah’s Ark and of Sodom and Gomorrah, discuss them, and summarize the main 

points;  

 listen to songs, read poems, and converse about images of the past, present, and future 

that emerge from these texts;  

 read stories that deal mostly with memories of the past and discuss the characters and 

their feelings and thoughts about the past, present, and future;   

 use nominal clauses of yesh (there is/are) and ein (there isn’t/aren’t) in all three tenses 

correctly, fluently, and naturally;   

 use object clauses after the verb of desire lirtzot (want) correctly, fluently, and 

naturally, orally and in writing; 

 use the expression oto/ota/otam/otan (the same/similar) correctly , fluently and 

naturally orally and in writing, in descriptions of similarity between two things; 

 act out everyday conversations in the shuk (outdoor market), at the photography store; 

with a guest, and at the airport. 
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Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3, Unit 4. Friends Forever (Kishrey Ksharim) 

 

Chapter 1. What is a Friend? (Mahu Chaver?) 

Chapter 2.  I Am So Sorry… (Slicha, Ani Mamash Mitztaer) 

Chapter 3.  Elephants and Other Animals ( Al Pilim VeChayot Acherot) 

Chapter 4. I Hope You Get a Lot of Likes! (SheYihiyu Lecha Harbey Liykim) 

 

Upon completion of the unit students will be able to: 

 listen to short lectures and read non-fiction texts about friendship and about the 

changes that have taken place in the understanding of friendship in the world of social 

media , and to summarize different concepts of friendship in speech and in writing; 

 listen to and act out conversations between friends and read texts and 

correspondences between friends that reflect various aspects of friendship, such as: 

social give-and-take, fights and reconciliations, and asking forgiveness;  

 read short scientific texts about social relationships between animals and between 

humans; 

 listen to songs or read poems on the topic of friendships; then, converse about and 

express opinions on the messages of the song/poem about appropriate ways to act in a 

variety of challenging situations between friends, such as reconciling with an angry 

friend or asking a close friend for a favor; 

 read stories about relationships and friendships, discuss the experiences and main 

characters in the stories, and tell or write a similar story; 

 listen to and read Biblical verses, Rabbinic midrashim, and Rabbinic maxims about 

friendship and relationships, “translate” their message into current Hebrew, and 

compare and discuss them; 

 conjugate the preposition im (with), combine it with appropriate verbs, and use it 

correctly, fluently, and naturally in various contexts, in speech and in writing; 

 use nominal clauses of yesh le…/ein le… (has/have/doesn’t have) + noun/pronoun in 

all three tenses correctly, fluently, and naturally in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations making introductions,  at the pizzeria, at a family meal 

on a holiday, and when you have a problem with your computer.  
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Bishvil Ha-Ivrit Book 3, Unit 5. To Learn and to Teach (Lilmod ULelamed) 

 

Chapter 1. Learning is a Privilege! (Lilmod Zot Zchut!) 

Chapter 2.  Everyone is Learning! (Kulam Lomdim!) 

Chapter 3.  Every Student Has a Teacher ( LeChol Talmid Yesh Moreh) 

 

Upon completion of the unit students will be able to: 

 listen to and act out conversations with friends, parents, teachers and school 

consultants on topics related to school such as: teachers, school subjects, tests and 

grades, learning styles, and recess; 

 read non-fiction texts about topics related to schooling and teaching, such as home 

schooling, various types of social and interpersonal learning, the school as an 

institution, different types of teachers, the right to learn, and ways to transmit 

educational values and messages;  

 summarize descriptions of different types of teachers and students and advantages 

and disadvantages of different types of teaching and learning in speech and in writing, 

and express a well-supported personal opinion on this topic in speech and in writing;  

 listen to songs and read poems about school life, discuss them, and act out 

conversations based on the content of these texts; 

 listen to short lectures and read scientific texts discussing learning in humans and 

animals and use the texts to formulate written and spoken conclusions on the topic; 

 read stories and diaries about the teacher-student relationship, discuss the experiences 

and main characters in the stories, and write or tell a story about a similar experience; 

 read Rabbinic midrashim and Hasidic stories about teaching and learning; “translate” 

their  message into current Hebrew; compare the texts and discuss their meaning; 

 use the following impersonal expressions correctly, fluently, and naturally in the 

positive and the negative form: (lo) tzarich (there is (no) need), (i) efshar (it is/isn’t 

possible), (lo) kedai ((not)worthwhile), asur (forbidden), mutar (permitted) in all 

three tenses, in speech and in writing; 

 use the following non-impersonal combinations with the infinitive form of the verb in 

the positive and the negative, correctly, fluently, and naturally: ani/ata/hu… 
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(I/you/he…), (lo) tzarich ((don’t) need/able), (lo) yachol (can/can’t) and (lo) keday 

le… (is/isn’t worth for + indirect object), (lo) naim le… (is/isn’t pleasant for + 

indirect object), asur le… (forbidden to + indirect object), mutar le…(permitted to+ 

indirect object) in all three tenses, in speech and in writing; 

 act out everyday conversations about changing dollars for shekels, a summer job, and 

signing up for a music class.  


